
casualgrid

Cover: Z69/22 light grey, armchair in O10/22 silver grey

[linea]
This comfortable dining set speaks a modern design 

language. The straight lines are spiced up by bevelled 

armrests and the casual seat mat invites you to linger for 

longer. Chairs are available with different metal ba-
ses, depending on preference and design requirements. 

A contrasting coloured thread can provide the 

finishing touch in the dining room.

www.schillig.com
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Chairs

Benches

MD

chair without armrests 
swivel cross base incl. 
return spring

57/69/91/53

MED

chair with armrests swivel 
cross base incl. return 
spring

63/69/91/53

MX

chair without armrests skid

57/69/91/53

MEX

chair with armrests skid

63/69/91/53

MZ

chair without armrests 
swinging base

57/69/91/53

MEZ

chair with armrests 
swinging base

63/69/91/53

B160

bench with back and 
armrests

182/67/85/55

B190

bench with back and 
armrests

212/67/85/55

B220

bench with back and 
armrests

242/67/85/55

B250

bench with back and 
armrests

272/67/85/55

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.  
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Order information
Chair upholstery structure: 
metal frame foamed in cold foam 
seat upholstery structure - ergoPUR foam with diolen cover 
back upholstery structure - metal frame, cold foam, ergoPUR 
foam and diolen cover
Load capacity: 
A maximum load capacity of the benches of up to 80 kg per 
70 cm seat is guaranteed.

Load-bearing capacity: 
A maximum load-bearing capacity of this chair up to 120 kg 
is guaranteed.
Back sides of sofas: 
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in 
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons, 
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with 
simple seams.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions 
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions 
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height. 
Height and depth measures include tucks.
The measure of width and depth does NOT include the 
possible protruding of the bases.
Seat depth: ca. 48 cm
Armpart width: approx. 19 cm
Armpart width chairs: ca. 8 cm
Armpart height: ca. 85 cm
Armpart height chairs: approx. 67 cm

Note on seat height: 
Seat height specifications refer to the unloaded state. The 
final seat height on this model is only reached over time by 
sitting in, due to the upholstery construction.
The final seat height is then approx. 50 to 51 cm.
Seat widths of the benches at the front: 
B160 approx. 144 cm 
B190 approx. 174 cm 
B220 approx. 204 cm 
B250 approx. 234 cm
Leg/frame versions: 
Benches: 
sledge frame F 88 - in powder-coated black 
MD/MED chair:  
swivel frame incl. return spring F W1 - in powder-coated 
black 
MX/MEX chair: 
sled frame FW3 - in powder-coated black 
MZ/MEZ chair: 
cantilever frame F W2 - in powder-coated black
Model-specific qualities: 
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made 
loosely to create a certain visual effect. This is not a quality 
defect but a model-specific characteristic that guarantees 
optimum seat comfort.
Information on the upholstery structure: 
Chamber cushions filled with a high-quality mix of polyester 
fibres and foam rods have been used in the seat. This can 
lead to depression of the individual chambers, which is a 
typical product characteristic.
Contrasting thread: 
This model is available in leather and some fabric colours 

with contrasting colour thread on request at no extra 
charge. You will find the specified colours on the cover sheet 
of the individual leather qualities in our fabric/leather 
trolley. Please always state the contrast thread number, 
otherwise it will be delivered tone in tone.
Floor protection: 
For the protection of your floor with smooth surfaces you 
should attach felt planing hull on the frame.

• Item no. and cover

• Contrasting thread

The right turn
The MD and 

MED chairs are 

equipped with 

a swivel base 

in black 

powder-coa-

ted. A return 

mechanism is integrated - the chair 

automatically turns back to its starting 

position after standing up.

Free-swin-
ging frame
The elegant 

free-swinging 

frame is 

powder-coa-

ted in black.

Sledge frame
The filigree 

sledge frame 

is black 

powder-coa-

ted.

Contrasting 
thread
In some 

leather and 

fabric colours 

this model can 

be supplied 

with a 

contrasting-coloured thread, at no 

surcharge.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure
1. Frame – seat: metal construction; back: beech wood structure

2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs

3. Seat upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam and a high 

quality mix of polyester fibres and foam rods, filled in boxes

4. Back suspension due to upholstery strap

5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover

Legs

skid black

F 88

metal turnable leg 
incl. return spring 
black

F W1

free-swinging frame 
black

F W2

metal frame black

F W3

Leg/frame versions: 
Benches: 
sledge frame F 88 - in powder-coated black 
MD/MED chair:  
swivel frame incl. return spring F W1 - in powder-coated black 
MX/MEX chair: 
sled frame FW3 - in powder-coated black 
MZ/MEZ chair: 
cantilever frame F W2 - in powder-coated black
Legs and floor protection: 
In case of very slender furniture legs with deliberately filigree shapes and 
with small surfaces, it comes to a raised pressure on the floor. We 
recommend felt pads or another suitable mat as protection for scratches 
and pressure points in connection with sensitive and/or soft floors. Even if 
you barely move the furniture, it can be helpful to have a carpeted floor.
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Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more 

than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany. 

The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustaina-

bility and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

www.schillig.com
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the 
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous 
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with 
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemein-
schaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous 
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing 
system.
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The highest European accolade for 
systematic, in-house, environmental 
management. Improvement of 
environmental protection services.
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Cover bench: Z69/22 light grey; Covers chairs: O10/22 silver grey, O10/95 black & white


